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This paper is concerned with the integro-differential equations
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y t q y qt dm q q y9 qt dn q s 0, .  .  .  .  .H H
0 0
where a is a complex constant, and m and n are complex-valued functions of
w xbounded variation on 0, 1 . The main motivation is that the generalized hypergeo-
 .metric function F a , . . . , a ; b , . . . , b ; t satisfies the first equation whenA B 1 A 1 B
A F B and the second equation when A s B q 1 for appropriately chosen con-
stant a and smooth functions m and n . The first equation also includes as a special
case the well-known pantograph equation and many of its generalisations. The
main objects of this paper are well-posedness of initial value problems, Dirichlet
and Dirichlet]Taylor series expansions, and asymptotic behaviour of the solutions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with the integro-differential equations
1 1




y t q y qt dm q q y9 qt dn q s 0, t ) 0, 1.2 .  .  .  .  .  .H H
0 0
 .  .where a is a complex constant, m q and n q are complex-valued func-
w xtions of bounded variation on 0, 1 , and the integrals under consideration
are the Riemann]Stieltjes type. We restrict our attention to solutions of
 .  .1.1 and 1.2 that satisfy the initial value condition
y 0 s y . 1.3 .  .0
 .It is clear that 1.1 includes many functional differential equations as a
special case, for instance, the retarded equation
y9 t s ay t q by pt , t ) 0 1.4 .  .  .  .
w x w xstudied by Fox, Mayers, Ockendon, and Tayler 4 , Kato and McLeod 13 ,
etc.; the neutral equation
M K
y9 t s ay t q b y q t q c y9 p t , t ) 0 1.5 .  .  .  .  . i i i i
is1 is1
w x w xby Feldstein and Jackiewicz 3 and Kuang and Feldstein 14 ; and equa-
w x w x w xtions in more general forms by Derfel 2 , Iserles 8 , Liu 12 , and Iserles
w x  .  .and Liu 10 . However, the main motivation for the study of 1.1 and 1.2
is that the generalized hypergeometric function
F a , . . . , a ; b , . . . , b ; eiu t .A B 1 A 1 B
nA iu` ny1  k q a e t .  .is1 is 1.6 .  B / n! k q b .ks0 is1 ins0
 .  .is a solution of 1.1 in the case A F B and a solution of 1.2 in the case
 .A s B q 1 for appropriately chosen smooth functions or polynomials
 .  . qm q and n q , where A, B g Z with A F B q 1, a and b , i s 1, . . . , A,i j
j s 1, . . . , B, are complex constants, no denominator parameter b isi
w .allowed to be either zero or a negative integer, and u g 0, 2p .
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The existence and uniqueness of solutions of the initial value problem
 .  . w x1.1 , 1.3 has been studied in Iserles and Liu 9 . For completeness, we
cite the result therein and investigate the well-posedness of the initial
 .  .value problem 1.2 , 1.3 in Section 2 of this paper. The Dirichlet series
and Dirichlet]Taylor series have played an important role in the study of
w xthe pantograph equation and its generalizations 5, 8, 10 . In Section 3, we
w xgeneralise the integral identity of Liu 12 and use it, under certain
 .  .  .restrictions on a, m q , and n q , to expand the analytic solution of 1.1 ,
 .  .  .1.3 into generalized Dirichlet or generalized Dirichlet]Taylor series.
 .Section 4 deals with the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of 1.1 and
 .1.2 . In some special cases solutions in Dirichlet or Dirichlet]Taylor
series form obtained in Section 3 can be very useful. An interesting result
 .  .in Section 4 is that the asymptotic behaviour of the solution of 1.1 , 1.3
in the case Re a - 0 depends mainly on the distribution of the roots of the
so-called characteristic equation
1 za q q dm q s 0, 1.7 .  .H
0
 .  .while the asymptotic behaviour of the solution of 1.2 , 1.3 depends
mainly on the distribution of roots of
1 z1 q q dm q s 0. .H
0
This kind of result resembles those on neutral functional differential
w xequations with constant coefficients and constant time delays 7 , except
that the characteristic equation is independent of n in our case. In the
last section we construct the constant a and the smooth functions
 .  .m q and n q such that the generalized hypergeometric function
 iu .  .  .F a , . . . , a ; b , . . . , b ; e t is the only analytic solution of 1.1 , 1.3A B 1 A 1 B
 .  .with y s 1 if A F B or the only analytic solution of 1.2 , 1.3 with0
y s 1 if A s B q 1. The general result in Section 4 can be used to derive0
useful information on the asymptotic behaviour of the generalized hyper-
geometric function.
2. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS
We begin this section by introducing notation and stating our basic
assumptions. Let
q q




1 1U Us s< < < <m s t dm t , m s t dn t .  .H Hs s
0 0
for all real constants s for which these integrals exist. Our basic require-
ment is that
1 1
< < < <lim dm q s lim dn q s 0 2.1 .  .  .H H
hª0q hª0q1yh 1yh
and this implies
lim mU s lim n U s 0. 2.2 .s s
sªq` sªq`
 .  . 1w x  .For Eq. 1.2 , we assume further that n q g C 0, 1 , n 9 q is of a
w xbounded variation on 0, 1 , and
1
< <lim dn 9 q s 0. 2.3 .  .H
hª0q 1yh
The following result is implied in the existence and uniqueness theorem
w xproved by Iserles and Liu 9 .
 . `w .THEOREM 1. Equation 1.1 has a unique solution in C 0, ` that
 .satisfies the initial condition 1.3 if and only if
n 1 / 1 for all n g Zq. 2.4 .  .n
This solution is of the form
` ny1 na q m 1 t .k
y t s y 2.5 .  . 0  /1 y n 1 n! .ks0 kns0
and is an entire function in the complex plane.
 .  .The following result holds for the initial value problem 1.2 , 1.3 .
 .  .THEOREM 2. If n 9 1 / 0 then Eq. 1.2 has a unique analytic solution
w <  . <.  .on 0, n 9 1 that satisfies the initial condition 1.3 if and only if
n 1 / 0 for all n g Zq. 2.6 .  .n
This solution is of the form
` ny1 n1 q m 1 t .kn
< <y t s y y1 , t g 0, n 9 1 . 2.7 .  .  .  .. 0  /n 1 n! .ks0 kns0
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 .  x  .  .Furthermore, if n 9 1 f y`, 0 and both m9 q and n 0 q are Riemann
 . `w .integrable then 1.2 has a unique solution in C 0, ` that is coincident in
w <  . <.  .0, n 9 1 with the analytic solution gi¨ en by 2.7 .
Before proving the preceding theorem, we consider the integral equa-
tion
1
y t q y qt v q , t dq s f t , 2.8 .  .  .  .  .H
0
 . w xwhere v q, t is Riemann integrable with respect to q g 0, 1 for all t G 0
w . w xand is continuous with respect to t g 0, ` for all q g 0, 1 and f g
w .C 0, ` .
w x  .LEMMA 3. Suppose that y* g C 0, r , r ) 0, satisfies Eq. 2.8 for t g
w x  .0, r . If there exists a constant h g 0, 1 such that
1
< <sup v q , t dq - 1 .H
1yhtG0
 . w .then there is a unique function y t g C 0, ` that satisfies the integral
 . w .equation 2.8 for t g 0, ` and
w xy t ' y* t , t g 0, r . 2.9 .  .  .
Proof. Let us consider the integral equation
1
y t q y qt v q , t dq .  .  .H
 .1yd rrt
 .1yd rrts f t y y* qt v q , t dq, t G 1 y d r , 2.10 .  .  .  .  .H
0
 .  .where d s hr 2 y h g 0, 1 . By the contraction mapping theorem, Eq.
 .  .  . .  . x2.10 has a unique solution, say y** t , in C 1 y d r , 1 q d r . Since
 .  . w . xy* t satisfies 2.10 for t g 1 y d r, r , the uniqueness of the solution
 .  . w . ximplies y** t s y* t for 1 y d r, r . Hence, the function
w xy* t , t g 0, r .
y t s .  y** t , t g r , 1 q d r .  .
w  . x  . w  . xis the only one in C 0, 1 q d r that satisfies 2.8 for t g 0, 1 q d r
 .and 2.9 . By induction, it can be shown that for any integer n G 1
w  .n x  .there exists a unique function in C 0, 1 q d r that satisfies 2.8 for t g
nw  . x  .0, 1 q d r and 2.9 . The desired result follows by letting n ª `.
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 . ` n  .Proof of Theorem 2. By substituting y t s y  y t rn! into 1.20 ns0 n
 .  .we find that Eq. 1.2 has a unique analytic solution that satisfies 1.3 if
 .and only if 2.6 holds. Since
1 q m 1 1 .n
lim s ,
n q 1 n 1 n 9 1nª`  .  .  .n
 . <  . <the radius of convergence of the series 2.7 is n 9 1 . Suppose that
 .  x  .  .n 9 1 f y`, 0 and that m9 q and n 0 q are Riemann integrable. For
any fixed n g Zq we let T be the linear operators defined byn
1
T y t [ y t q y qt v q , t dq, t G 0, .  .  .  .Hn n
0
where
tq nm9 q y nqny1n 9 q y q nn 0 q .  .  .
v q , t s , .n t q n 9 1 .
and let
¡ n 9 0 y . 0
, n s 0~f t s . t q n 9 1 .n ¢
0, n ) 0.
U  . n  . n  . w <  . <.Let y t s d y* t rdt , where y* t is the analytic function on 0, n 9 1 ,n
 . U  .which has already been defined in 2.7 . It is evident that y t satisfies then
integral equation
T y t s f t 2.11 .  .  .n n
w x  <  . <.for t g 0, r for an arbitrary r g 0, n 9 1 . According to Lemma 3, there
 . w .  . w .is a unique function, x t , say, in C 0, ` that satisfies 2.11 for t g 0, `n
and
U w xx t s y t , t g 0, r . .  .n n
By uniqueness, we have
ny1Uny1 y 0 t y t .  .tk kx t s t q x t dt , t G 0 .  . H0 nk! n y 1 ! .0ks0
`w .for any fixed integer n ) 0. Hence, y ' x g C 0, ` . This completes the0
proof.
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 .  x  .  .COROLLARY 4. If n 9 1 f y`, 0 and m9 q and n 0 q are Riemann
integrable then the limit
` ny1 n1 q m 1 t .kn
lim y1 .  /n 1 n!<  . <  .tª n 9 1 y ks0 kns0
exists and is finite.
3. DIRICHLET AND DIRICHLET]TAYLOR
SERIES SOLUTIONS
 .  .This section deals with the solution of 1.1 , 1.3 under the assumption
that a / 0 and
1 11 1
< < < <dm q , dn q - `. 3.1 .  .  .H H1 y q 1 y q0 0
 . In order to expand the solution into generalized Dirichlet and gener-
.alized Dirichlet]Taylor series we define
1 1
d q s , d q s .  .1, 0 1, 1q y 1 a q y 1 .
and recursively for n G 2
d q , . . . , q .n , m 1 n
¡q ??? q d q , . . . , q .1 ny1 ny1, 0 1 ny1
m s 0,
??? q y 1n
aq ??? q d q , . . . , q q d q , . . . , q .  .1 ny1 ny1, m 1 ny1 ny1, my1 2 n
,~s a q ??? q y 1 .1 n
1 F m F n y 1,
d q , . . . , q .ny1, ny1 2 n
, m s n.¢ a q ??? q y 1 .1 n
The following result gives a generalization of the integral identity
w xformulated in Liu 11 .
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LEMMA 5. The integral identity
` n
1 1n1 q z ??? d q , . . . , q dm q ??? dm q .  .  . H H n , m 1 n 1 m
0 0ns1 ms0
= dn q ??? dn q .  .mq 1 n
` 1 y n 1 z .ns 3.2 . y11 q a m 1 z .ns0 n
< < < < <  . <holds for z - a rmax m 1 .nG 0 n
Proof. Let
1 11 1
< < < <r s max dm q , dn q .  .H H 51 y q 1 y q0 0
and
n
< <D q , . . . , q s d q , . . . , q . .  .n 1 n n , m 1 n
ms0
 .For n G 2 and q , . . . , q g 0, 1 we have1 n
1
D q , . . . , q F D q , . . . , q .  .n 1 n ny1 1 ny11 y qn
1
q D q , . . . , q .ny1 2 n< <a 1 y q .1
which implies that
1 1
< < < <max ??? D q , . . . , q dm q ??? dm q .  .  .H H n 1 n 1 m
0FmFn 0 0
=< < < <dn q ??? dn q .  .mq 1 n





< < < <max ??? D q , . . . , q dm q ??? dm q .  .  .H H ny1 1 ny1 1 m
0FmFny1 0 0
< < < <= dn q ??? dn q . .  .mq 1 ny1
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Proceeding inductively, we obtain the inequality
1 1
< < < <max ??? D q , . . . , q dm q ??? dm q .  .  .H H n 1 n 1 m
0FmFn 0 0
=< < < <dn q ??? dn q .  .mq 1 n
n
< <1 q a r .
F , n G 1. /< <a
  .  ..  .Let F z; m ? , n ? be the series on the left hand side of 3.2 . It can be
  .  ..seen from the preceding estimate that F z; m ? , n ? converges absolutely
< < < < w < <. x   .  ..for z - a r 1 q a r . It is obvious that F z; m ? , n ? convergesn n
q < < < < w < <. xabsolutely for an arbitrary n g Z and z - a r 1 q a r as well. It is
straightforward to verify for any integer n G 0 the identity
1 q ay1m 1 z F z ; m ? , n ? .  .  . . .n n n
< <a
< <s 1 y n 1 z F z ; m ? , n ? , z F , .  .  . .  .n nq1 nq1 < <1 q a r .
which implies that
N
y1F z ; m ? , n ? 1 q a m 1 z .  .  . .  . n
ns0
N < <a
< <s F z ; m ? , n ? 1 y n 1 z , z F .  .  . .  .Nq1 Nq1 n < <1 q a r .ns0
  .  ..holds for any integer N G 0. Noting that lim F z; m ? , n ? s 1,N ª` Nq1 Nq1
 . < < < < w < <. xwe see that 3.2 holds for z F a r 1 q a r by letting N ª ` in the
 .preceding identity. Since the product on the right hand side of 3.2 is
< < < < <  . <  .analytic for z - a rmax m 1 , we conclude that 3.2 holds in thenG 0 n
< < < < <  . <larger disc z - a rmax m 1 .nG 0 n
<  . < < <  .  .THEOREM 6. If max m 1 - a then the solution of 1.1 , 1.3 cannG 0 n
be expanded into a Dirichlet series of the form
` n
1 1aty t s g y e q ??? d q , . . . , q .  . H H0 n , m 1 n
0 0ns1 ms0
q ??? q at1 n=e dm q ??? dm q dn q ??? dn q , 3.3 .  .  .  .  .1 m mq1 n
where
` y11 q a m 1 .n
g s . 3.4 . 1 y n 1 .ns0 n
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 .Proof. It is straightforward to verify that the Dirichlet series 3.3 is a
 .solution of 1.1 and, according to Lemma 5, it also satisfies the initial
 .condition 1.3 .
 q <  . < < <4THEOREM 7. If m [ min n g Z : max m 1 - a G 1 then thek G 0 nqk
 .  .solution of 1.1 , 1.3 can be expanded into a Dirichlet]Taylor series of the
form
my1 k . ` ny 0 . 1 1k aty t s t qg y e q ??? d q , . . . , q .  .  H H0 n , l 1 nk! 0 0ks0 ns1 ls0
lmy1 q ??? q at .1 nq ??? q at1 n= e y  l!ks0
=dm q ???dm q dn q ???dn q , .  .  .  .1 l lq1 n 5
3.5 .
where
ky1 a q m 1 .ik .y 0 s , k s 0, 1, . . . , m y 1, .  1 y n 1 .is0 i
 .and g is gi¨ en by 3.4 .
 .  .  . m. .Proof. Let y# t be the solution of 1.1 , 1.3 . It is evident that y# t
is the unique analytic solution of the initial value problem
1 1
y9 t s ay t q y qt dm q q y9 qt dn q , .  .  .  .  .  .H Hm m
0 0
my1 a q m 1 .k
t ) 0, y 0 s y . 3.6 .  .0 1 y n 1 .ks0 k
m. .We expand y# t into a Dirichlet series by the previous theorem and
then use the Taylor expansion
my 1k .my1 y 0 t y t .  .tk m.y t s t q y t dt 3.7 .  .  . Hk! m y 1 ! .0ks0
 .to obtain the Dirichlet]Taylor series expansion 3.5 .
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4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR
In addition to the assumptions made in Section 2 we assume further in
 .  .  .the case of Eq. 1.1 that the functions m q and n q have the expressions
`q
m q s b p dp q b S q y q , 4.1 .  .  .  .H k k
0 ks1
`q
n q s c p dp q c S q y q , 4.2 .  .  .  .H k k
0 ks1
 .  .  .  .while for Eq. 1.2 we assume that m q is of the form 4.1 , where b q
 . w xand c q are Riemann integrable functions on 0, 1 , b and c arek k
 .complex constants, q g 0, 1 for k s 1, . . . , `, and S is the step function,k
 .  .i.e., S q s 0 for q - 0 and S q s 1 for q G 0. There is a little loss of
generality in these assumptions but they are still general enough to include
 .  .many interesting cases such as 1.4 and 1.5 . Given a / 0, we define
a m ? ; a . .Ä
y`, if 1.7 has no solution, .
s 1 z sup Re z : a q H q dm q s 0 , otherwise. . 40
It is evident that
a m ? ; a s a m ? ; a y n .  . . .Ä Än
and
U < <a m ? ; a - inf a g R : m - a . 4 . .Ä a
The main result in this section consists of the following two theorems.
 .  .  .THEOREM 8. Let y t be the analytic solution of 1.1 , 1.3 .
 .1 If Re a ) 0 then
 .  .  a t.a y t s O e as t ª ` for any constant a ) Re a;
 .  .  b Re at.b there exists a constant b G 0 such that y t s O t e as
 .  . w xt ª `, pro¨ided that b q and c q are uniformly bounded on 0, 1 and that
` `< < < <b ck k
- `, - `; 1 y q 1 y pk kks1 ks1
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 . ya t  .  .c lim e y t s g y , pro¨ided that 3.1 holds, where g ist ª` 0
 .gi¨ en by 3.4 ;
 .2 If Re a s 0 then
 .  .  a t.a y t s O e as t ª ` for any constant a ) 0;
 .  .  a . w .b y t s O t as t ª ` for any constant a g 0, ` l
   . . .  .a m ? ; a , ` pro¨ided that Im a / 0 and 3.1 holds;Ä
 .3 If Re a - 0 then
 .  .  a . w .    . . .a y t s O t as t ª ` for any a g 0, ` l a m ? ; a , ` ,Ä
 .   . .  .  a .b if a m ? ; a - 0 then y t s O t as t ª ` for any constantÄ
   . . xa g a m ? ; a , 0 that obeysÄ
1rt 1rt
a a< < < <dm q s O t , dn q s O t as t ª `, 4.3 .  .  .  .  .H H
0 0
 .  a .    . . xor y t s o t as t ª ` for any constant a g a m ? ; a , 0 that obeysÄ
1rt 1rt
a a< < < <dm q s o t , dn q s o t as t ª `. 4.4 .  .  .  .  .H H
0 0
 .  x  . `w .THEOREM 9. Suppose that n 9 1 f y`, 0 . Let y t g C 0, ` be a
 .  .solution of 1.1 , 1.3 .
 .  .  .  a .1 If a m, 1 G 0 then y t s O t as t ª ` for any constant a )Ä
  . .a m ? ; 1 .Ä
 .  .  .  a .   a ..2 If a m, 1 - 0 then y t s O t or o t as t ª ` for anyÄ
  . x  .   ..a g a m, 1 , 0 that obeys 4.3 or 4.4 .Ä
To prove the last two theorems, we first introduce two function spaces
and a few lemmas. Let B be the function space of continuous functions
w .that are uniformly bounded on 0, ` and B be the subspace of B of all0
functions that tend to zero at infinity, both equipped with the norm
5 5 < <f ? s sup f t . .  .w t , t x0 1
t FtFt0 1
The proof of the following two lemmas are trivial.
 .  .  .LEMMA 10. Suppose that M t , M t g B and y t is a function defined0 1
w .on 0, ` , uniformly bounded on any finite inter¨ al and that satisfies the
inequality
< < 5 5y t F M t q M t y ? , t G 0. .  .  .  . w0 , t x0 1
 .  .If lim sup M t - 1 then y t g B.t ª` 1
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 . w .LEMMA 11. Suppose that y t is a function defined on 0, ` , that it is
uniformly bounded and integrable on any finite inter¨ al, and that it satisfies the
equation
1
y t q y qt dv q ; t s f t , t G 0, .  .  .  .H
0
 .where v q; t is a complex function of bounded ¨ariation with respect to q on
w x w .  .a  .0, 1 for all t g 0, ` . If t q 1 f t g B and
1
a < <lim sup q dv q ; t - 1 .H
0tª`
 .a  .for some real constant a then t q 1 y t g B.
 . w .LEMMA 12. Let V be either B or B . If y t g C 0, ` satisfies the0
equation
1
y t q y qt dm q s f t , t G 0, .  .  .  .H
0
 .ya  .   . .  .yathen t q 1 y t g V for any a ) a m ? ; 1 that obeys t q 1 ?Ä
1r t <  . <  .ya  .H dm q g V, t q 1 f t g V.0
 .  t. w .Proof. Let x t s y e , t g 0, ` . Then
t yteys t tx t y x t y s dm e s f e y y qe dm q , t G 0. .  .  .  .  . .H H
0 0
w xApplying Theorem 4.11 and Corollary 4.7 in 6 to the preceding equation,
ya t ya .  .  .we deduce that e x t g V, and this implies t q 1 y t g V.
 . n. . q  .Proof of Theorem 8. Let y t s y t , n g Z . Then y t satisfiesn n
1 1X Xy t s ay t q y qt dm q q y qt dn q , t ) 0. 4.5 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H Hn n n n n n
0 0
 .It is important to observe that if certain properties of y t are knownnq1
then we can use the equation
1




f t s y t y y qt dn q , .  .  .  .Hn nq1 nq1 n
0
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 .to deduce useful information about y t . We separate our proof inton
special cases.
 . .  . .  .1 a and 2 a According to our assumption 2.2 , for any fixed
constant a ) Re a there exists an integer m G 1 such that
U < < Um q a nm my1 Ur [ q n - 1.my 1a y Re a
 .It follows from 4.5 in the case n s m that
y t s eat 1 y n 1 y 0 .  .  . .m my1 m
t 1a tyt .q e y qt d m q q an q dt .  .  . .H H m m my1
0 0
1
q y qt dn q , t G 0. 4.7 .  .  .H m my1
0
 . ya t  .  .Let x t s e y t , t G 0. We obtain from 4.7 the inequalitym
< < < < 5 5x t F 1 y n 1 y 0 q r x ? , t G 0. .  .  .  . . w0 , t xmy1 m
 .  .Applying Lemma 10 to the preceding inequality we deduce that x t s O 1
 .  a t.as t ª `. Therefore y t s O e as t ª ` and, by the Taylor expansionm
 .  .  a t.3.7 , we have y t s O e as t ª `.
 . . 5  .5 < < 5  .5 .1 b For any constant b ) b ? q a c ? rRe a therew0, 1x w0, 1x
exists an integer m G 1 such that
` m my15 5 < < 5 5 < < < <b ? q a c ? b q q c q .  .w0 , 1x w0, 1x k k k k Ur [ q q n - 1. my 1b Re a 1 y qkks1
 .  .yb yat  .  .Let x t s t q 1 e y t , t G 0. It follows from 4.7 thatm
ybx t s t q 1 1 y n 1 y 0 .  .  .  . .my 1 m
t 1yb by1yq.atq t q 1 e qt q 1 .  .HH
0 0
=x qt d m q q an q dt .  .  . .m my1
1yb by1yq.atq t q 1 e qt q 1 x qt dn q .  .  .  .H my 1
0
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which implies the inequality
< < < < 5 5x t F 1 y n 1 y 0 q M t x ? , t G 0, .  .  .  .  . . w0 , t xmy1 m
where
5 5 < < 5 5b ? q a c ? .  . t 1w0 , 1x w0, 1x y1yq.Re atM t s e dq dt . HHb
0 0t q 1 .
` m my1< < < <b q q c qk k k k Uq q n . my 11 y qkks1
 .By L'Hopital's rule we have lim M t s r - 1. Again, we obtain byt ª`
 .  .  .  b Re at.using Lemma 10 that x t s O 1 as t ª `, i.e., y t s O t e asm
 .t ª ` for any constant a ) Re a. Hence, by the Taylor expansion 3.7 , we
 .  b Re at.have y t s O t e as t ª `.
 . . U < < ya t  .1 c If m - a then it follows from Theorem 6 that lim e y t0 t ª`
 q U < <4  .s g y . If m [ min n g Z : m - a G 1 then, y t being the solution0 n m
 . ya t  . ymof 3.6 , we have lim e y t s a g y . By using the Taylor expan-t ª` m 0
 . ya t  .sion 3.7 we can prove that lim e y t s g y .t ª` 0
 . . U < <  .  .2 b If m - a then it follows from Theorem 6 that y t s O 1 as0
 q U < <4  .  .t ª `. If m [ min n g Z : m - a G 1 then we have y t s O 1n m
 .as t ª `. Applying Lemma 12 to 4.6 repeatedly from n s m y 1 to
  . .n s 0 in decreasing order treating the right hand side of 4.6 as given
yields the desired result.
 . .   . .3 a For any constant a ) a m ? ; a G 0 there exists an integerÄ
m G 1 such that
U < < U < < Ur [ m q a n rRe a q n - 1. .m my1 my1
 .  .ya  .  .Let x t s t q 1 y t , t G 0. It follows from 4.7 thatm
ya atx t s t q 1 e 1 y n 1 y 0 .  .  .  . .my 1 m
t 1ya aa tyt .q t q 1 e qt q 1 x qt d m q q an q dt .  .  .  .  . .HH m my1
0 0
1ya aq t q 1 qt q 1 x qt dn q , t G 0 .  .  .  .H my 1
0
which implies the inequality
ya Re at< < < < 5 5x t F t q 1 e 1 y n 1 y 0 q r x ? , t G 0. .  .  .  .  . . w0 , t xmy1 m
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 .  .Using Lemma 10 to the preceding inequality we see that x t s O 1 as
 .  a .  .t ª `, i.e., y t s O t as t ª `. Applying Lemma 12 to 4.6 repeat-m
edly from n s m y 1 to n s 0 in decreasing order treating the right hand
 . .side of 4.6 as given yields the desired result.
 . . w .    . . .  .3 b For any constant a g 0, ` l a m ? ; a , ` that obeys 4.3 ,Ä
there exists an integer m G 3r2 y a such that
U < < U < < Ur [ m q a n rRe a q n - 1. .mq ay1r2 mqay3r2 mqay3r2
 . yaq1r2  .  .Let x t s t y t , t G 0. It follows from 4.5 in the case of n s mm
that
x t s tyaq1r2eat 1 y n 1 y 0 .  .  . .my 1 m
t 1 ay1r2yaq1r2 a tyt .qt e qt x qt d m q q an q dt .  .  .  . .HH m my1
0 0
1 ay1r2yaq1r2qt qt x qt dn q , t G 0 .  .  .H my 1
0
which implies the inequality
< < yaq1r2 Re at < < 5 5x t F t e 1 y n 1 y 0 q r x ? , t G 0. .  .  .  . . w0 , t xmy1 m
 .  .Using Lemma 10 to the preceding inequality we see that x t s O 1 as
 .  a .t ª `, i.e., y t s O t as t ª `. Applying Lemma 12 repeatedly tom
 . 4.6 from n s m y 1 to n s 1 in decreasing order treating the right hand
 . .  .  ay1r2 .side of 4.6 as given yields the estimate y t s O t as t ª `. Let1
 .  .  .V be B if a obeys 4.3 or B if a obeys 4.4 . Applying Lemma 12 to 4.60
in the case n s 0 yields the desired result.
 . n. .  .Proof of Theorem 9. Let y t s y t , n g N. Then y t satisfiesn n
1 1n ny t q y qt q dm q s y y qt q dn q , t ) 0, 4.8 .  .  .  .  .  .H Hn n nq1
0 0
which is equivalent to
1y1 n ny1y t q t q n 9 1 y qt tq dm q y nq n 9 q dq .  .  .  .  . . Hn n
0
yq ndn 9 q s 0, t ) 0. 4.9 .  ..
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Let m g N be such that
1 my a  m?. ; 1.Ä < <q dm q - 1. .H
0
aÄ m?.; 1. .  .  .Applying Lemma 11 to 4.9 with n s m yields y t s O t asm
 .t ª `. Application of Lemma 12 repeatedly to 4.8 from n s m y 1 to
  . .n s 0 in decreasing order treating the right hand side of 4.8 as given
 .yields the desired result, where we let V be B if a obeys 4.3 or B if a0
 .obeys 4.4 .
5. GENERALIZED HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
First, we construct functions m and n such that the generalized hyperge-
 .  .ometric function is either a solution of 1.1 or a solution of 1.2 .
When A F B, we choose
B B
g gl lm q s a q , n q s y b q , .  . l l
ls1 ls1
where g are complex constants that satisfy Re g ) 0 and g / g ifl l l m
l / m, while a and b are complex coefficients to be determined. Accord-l l
ingly, we have
B a g  B k q g .is1 l l ms1, m/ l m
m 1 s , .k B k q g .ms 1 m
B b g  B k q g .ls1 l l ms1, m/ l m
n 1 s y .k B k q g .ms 1 m
If A - B, we choose
eiu  A a y g  B b y g .  .ms 1 m l ms1 m l
a s , b s ,l lB Bg  g y g g  g y g .  .l ms1, m/ l m l l js1, j/ i m l
l s 1, 2, . . . , B
such that
B B A
iua g x q g s e x q a .  .  l l m l
ms1, m/l ls1ls1
and
B B B B
x q g q b g x q g s x q b .  .  .   l l l m l
ls1 js1, j/i ls1ls1
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hold for all x. Therefore
m 1 eiu  A k q a .  .k ls1 ls .B1 y n 1  k q b .  .k ls1 l
 .  .Hence, for a s 0 and y s 1, 2.5 and 1.6 are identical. In other word,0
 .  .the generalized hypergeometric function 1.6 is the solution of 1.1 with
 .a s 0 and y 0 s 1.
If A s B, we choose
eiu  B a y g  B b y g .  .ms 1 m l ms1 m l
a s , b s ,l lB Bg  g y g g  g y g .  .l ms1, m/ l m l l ms1, m/ l m l
l s 1, 2, . . . , B
such that
B B B B
iu iue x q g q a g x q g s e x q a .  .  .   l l l m l
ls1 ms1, m/l ls1ls1
and
B B B B
x q g q b g x q g s x q b 5.1 .  .  .  .   l l l m l
ls1 ms1, m/l ls1ls1
hold for all x. Similarly to the previous case, we find that the generalized
 .  .hypergeometric function 1.6 is the solution of 1.1 with a s 1 and
 .y 0 s 1.
When A s B q 1, we choose
A A
g gl lm q s a q , n q s y b q , .  . l l
ls1 ls1
where g are complex constants that satisfy Re g ) 0 and g / g ifl l l m
l / m, while a and b are complex coefficients to be determined. Accord-l l
ingly, we have
A a g  A k q g .is1 l l ms1, m/ l m
m 1 s , .k A k q g .ms 1 m
A b g  A k q g .ls1 l l ms1, m/ l m
n 1 s y . .k A k q g .ms 1 m
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Choose
 A a y g eyi u  B b y g .  .ms 1 m l ms1 m l
a s , b s ,l lA Ag  g y g g  g y g .  .l ms1, m/ l m l l ms1, m/ l m l
l s 1, 2, . . . , A
such that
A A A A
x q g q a g x q g s x q a 5.2 .  .  .  .   l l l m l
ls1 ms1, m/l ls1ls1
and
A A B
yi ub g x q g s e x q b .  .  l l m l
ms1, m/l ls1ls1
 .hold for all x. Then the generalized hypergeometric function 1.6 is the
 .  .solution of 1.2 with y 0 s 1.
Integral-differential equations that correspond to some of the most
commonly used generalized hypergeometric functions are listed below.
 .  iu .1 F y; b ; e t is the solution of the equation0 1
1 1iuy9 t q b y 1 y9 qt dq s e y qt dq, y 0 s 1. .  .  .  .  .H H
0 0
 .An interesting connection is that the Bessel function J z equalsn
n1 z
2F y; n q 1; yz r4 . .0 1 /G n q 1 2 .
 .  .2 The confluent hypergeometric function Kummer's function
 iu .F a ; b ; e t is the solution of the equation1 1
b y g a y g eiu .1 1
g iu gy9 t q y9 qt dq s e y t q y qt dq , .  .  .  .H H
g g0 0
y 0 s 1, .
where g is an arbitrary constant that obeys Re g ) 0. If Re b ) 0, we may
 iu .choose g s b , and find that F a ; b ; e t is the solution of the equation1 1
1iu iu by1y9 t s e y t q a y b e y qt q dq, y 0 s 1. .  .  .  .  .H
0
Alternatively, we can choose g s a if Re a ) 0.
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 .  . 3 The hypergeometric function the Gauss function F a , a ;2 1 1 2
iu .b ; e t is the solution of the equation
1 1yi u g g g g1 2 1 2e y9 qt d b q q b q s y t q y qt d a q q a q , .  .  . .  .H H1 2 1 2
0 0
y 0 s 1, .
where g and g are arbitrary constants that obey Re g , Re g ) 0 and1 2 1 2
g / g , and1 2
a y g a y g a y g a y g .  .  .  .1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2
a s , a s ,1 2g g y g g g y g .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
b y g b y g1 2
b s , b s .1 2g g y g g g y g .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
If Re a , Re b ) 1, we may choose g s b , g s a , and find that1 1 1
 iu .F a , a ; b ; e t is the solution of the equation2 1 1 2
1 1yi u a y1 by11e y9 qt dq s y t q a y b y qt dq , y 0 s 1. .  .  .  .  .H H2
0 0
It is shown in the previous section that the asymptotic behaviour of the
 .  .solutions of 1.1 in the case Re a - 0 and of 1.2 depend mainly on the
distribution of roots of their corresponding characteristic equations. Based
 .  .on the identities 5.1 and 5.2 for the cases A s B and A s B q 1,
respectively, it can be shown that the characteristic equation is
 A z q a .ls1 l s 0.B z q b .ls1 l
Therefore, the characteristic roots are ya , . . . , ya . By choosing g such1 A i
 4that Re g G yinf Re a , i s 1, . . . , A, we obtain from Theorem 8i 1F iF A i
the following results.
 .THEOREM 13. For any fixed u g pr2, 3pr2 ,
F a , . . . , a ; b , . . . , b ; r eiu s O r a as r ª ` . .A A 1 A 1 A
 4for all a ) yinf Re a .1F iF A i
 . THEOREM 14. Let y z be the analytic extension of F a , . . . ,Bq1 B 1
.  .a ; b , . . . , b ; z . Then for any fixed u g 0, 2p ,Bq1 1 B
y r eiu s O r a as r ª ` . .
 4for all a ) yinf Re a .1F iF Bq1 i
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The above two theorems seem to be new in general, though for many
special cases such as Kummer's function and the Gauss function one can
 w x.find better asymptotic results in the literature e.g., 1 . The fact that
treating the generalized hypergeometric function as a solution of an
integro-differential equation may be helpful in developing powerful nu-
merical methods for evaluating it over a relatively long time interval is
perhaps more important in practical application and certainly deserves
further research.
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